
Government of Nepal 

Ministry of Finance 

Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability (PEFA) Secretariat 

FCGO Building, Anamnagar, Kathmandu, Nepal 

REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST (REoI) 

First Published Notice Date:  5th Ashad 2077 B.S (June 18, 2020) 

COUNTRY: - Nepal 

NAME OF PROJECT: - Integrated Public Financial Management Reform Project (IPFMRP), Kathmandu 

Grant No.:- TFA 07474 and TFA 07475 

Assignment Title: - Consulting Services for Development of Citizen Engagement Strategy in Nepalese PFM 

Reference No: - NP-PEFA-180054-CS-CQS 

 

The Government of Nepal has received a grant from the Multi Donor Trust Fund (MDTF) through International 

Development Association (IDA) toward the implementation of Integrated Public Financial Management Reform Project 

(IPFMRP), and intends to apply part of the proceeds of this grant for "Consulting Services for Development of Citizen 

Engagement Strategy in Nepalese PFM ". The main objective of this assignment is to prepare a Citizen Engagement 

Strategy in Nepalese PFM. Details of the services are included in the Terms of reference (ToR) available in the website of 

PEFA Secretariat. The Implementation period is 3.5 months from the date of signing the contract. 

 

Interested Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) must provide information demonstrating that they are qualified 

to perform the required services. The evaluation of the consultants’ qualifications will be carried out based on the 

following criteria: 

 general experiences of at least 3 years; 

 relevant experience in the PFM sector and citizen engagement; and 

 technical and managerial capability and proposed team composition as per ToR. 

The attention of interested NGOs are drawn to paragraph 3.14, 3.16 and 3.17 of The World Bank’s Procurement Regulations 

for IPF Borrowers, July 2016 Revised November 2017 and August 2018 (Procurement Regulations), setting forth the World 

Bank’s policy on conflict of interest.   

Consultants may associate with other NGOs in the form of a joint venture or a sub-consultancy to enhance their 

qualifications. Interested NGOs must submit its registration certificate/s along with its confirmed validity period to date, 

Tax Clearance Certificate up to FY 2018-19 (2075/76), VAT/PAN Registration Certificate (if applicable) and Self 

declaration Letter of not being ineligible. Interested NGOs shall submit their expression of interest through e-mail no 

later than 19th Ashad 2077 (3rd July 2020) 12 PM noon. The submitted EoIs will be opened at 1 PM noon on the same day 

in the following address in the presence of bidders’ representatives (who chooses to attend). Firms shall be assessed and 

compared using criteria relevant to assignment as stated in Terms of Reference, hence the firm shall submit documents 

required to support with evidence so as to demonstrate the qualification and experiences of the firm. A merit list of assessed 

consultants will be prepared for further selection processes. A NGO will be selected in accordance with the Consultant’s 

Qualification based Selection (CQS) Method set out in the Procurement Regulations of the World Bank. The selected NGO 

will be requested to submit its technical and financial proposal.  

 

This REoI notice and ToR can be downloaded from our website ‘www.pefa.gov.np’. Interested NGOs may obtain further 

information by sending email to the address below or visiting at our office during office hours.  

 

If the last date of submission happens to be a holiday, the next working day will be the last date for submission. 

PEFA Secretariat reserves the right to accept or reject the EoIs without assigning any reason whatsoever. Please, note that 

15% TDS shall be made upon payment. 

Contact Address:  

PEFA Secretariat 

Anamnagar, FCGO Building  

Tel: +977-1-4770706 E-mail:- pefanepal@nepal.gov.np 
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Terms of Reference  

For drafting Citizen Engagement Strategy in the PFM 

1. Background  

The new federal Constitution transforms Nepal from a unitary central state to a three tiers federal 
democratic republican governance system and has serious implications for the Public Finance 
Management (PFM) system. It means a substantive transfer of resources to lower levels of 
government, which is supposed to translate in greater local responsibility over development 
process and public service provision. This profound transformation in the budgetary system 
requires coordinated efforts at the federal, provincial (seven provinces) and local level governments 
(753 municipalities). The PEFA Secretariat, with the support of the World Bank Multi-Donor Trust 
Fund (MDTF), is trying to respond to this change, contribute to ensuring credible and performing 
PFM systems at all tiers of government and build effective and efficient process of budgeting and 
expenditure management meeting good international standards. Mainstreaming the principles of 
transparency, accountability and citizen engagement are central for this process.  

Following the 2008 PEFA assessment, transparency and accountability of PFM has been central for 
the PEFA Framework in Nepal. Both national and local institutions (often with the support of 
international technical assistance projects) have been experimenting and collecting experience of 
bottom up budgeting, public outreach and participation in budgetary process (see Annex 1 with 
summary of some experiences). However, the existing experiences are still sporadic and not evenly 
distributed across sectors and regions of the country; and their implementation is often dependent 
on external financial support.   

Although people’s access to public information and budgetary process has been made easier under 
the Right to Information Act, introduction of Open Governance and E-Governance concepts, there is 
still a need to ensure favorable legislative and regulatory provisions for citizens’ more active 
involvement in budget management process at all levels.  

The process of budget transformation from centralized to decentralized federal system in Nepal is 
taking place in the situation where sub-national governments still lack experience and technical 
capacity for effective and efficient budget planning, implementation, revenue generation and other 
basic PFM responsibilities.  

Besides, citizens’ involvement in budgetary issues at the municipal and communities (wada) level 
is unavoidably affected by political, social, economic, ethnic, cultural, geographic and other factors 
that manifest themselves in local politics in Nepal.   

The concept of citizen engagement (CE) in PFM is relatively recent. There are multiple reasons for 
citizen engagement in the budget process:  

 Budget decisions have an impact on people lives and they have a right to be a part of the 
decision-making process; 

 Public engagement allows authorities to make informed decisions and increase 
relevance of budget allocations and investments, and secures more targeted spending 
by the units of the governments;  

 Public scrutiny helps to ensure diligence in PFM, minimize fiduciary risk, improve 
budgetary efficiency, accountability and prevent corruption;  

 Public involvement in budget process helps to build trust and overcome cynicism 
towards the public sector and the PFM system.  

Moreover, fiscal transparency is increasingly seen as a pre-condition for effective governance, better 
economic performance and prudent fiscal policy, resulting in lower deficit and debt accumulation. 
It is also viewed as an expression of democratic governance.  

 

2. Objective of the assignment  

The objective is to review the existing situation of CE in PFM and, based on existing possibilities and 
good international practices, develop a comprehensive Strategy for CE in PFM system in Nepal that 
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will guide the process of mainstreaming citizen engagement throughout the budget process for all 
tiers of the government.  

3. Scope of Work 

The scope of this assignment will cover following work, but not limited to it as per the requirement, 
in stated tentative time line:  

 Tasks/Activities Timing 

1 Review of existing situation of CE in PFM in Nepal:  

1.1 Conducting comprehensive analysis of existing legal and regulatory 
environment and practices for citizen engagement in PFM in Nepal with a 
reflection on the applicability of good international practices. 

10 Days 

1.2 Mapping of existing relevant legal, policy provisions and potential forms of 
public outreach and citizen engagement along the budgeting cycle (planning 
& budget formulation – budget approval – budget execution – budget 
oversight) for federal, provincial and local levels. It should cover general 
practices of CE along with their expected and resulting outcomes; 

10 Days 

1.3 Conduct gap analysis covering following attributes: (i) Recent provision of 
citizen engagement and its actual implementation; (ii) Recent citizen 
engagement experiences, their outcomes and benefits; (iii) Experience with 
formalization/institutionalization of citizen engagement provisions and 
practices; (iv) International good practices; and (v) Existing measures for 
monitoring and evaluation of citizen engagement in PFM. 

10 Days 

1.4 Completing the review work with drafting a presentation on review findings, 
recommendations and conclusions and prepare inception on Strategy 
outline, presenting it to key national stakeholders and development partners, 
if required. 

15 Days 

2 Develop a comprehensive Strategy1 (in English and in Nepali) for CE in 
PFM system in Nepal that will guide the process of mainstreaming 
citizen engagement throughout the budget process to the extent 
possible and feasible (planning, budgeting, procurement, internal 
controls, monitoring, audit, oversight and broader governance) for all 
tiers of government. It should also include a detail implementable 
action plans with required time frame. 

 

2.1 Finalizing the outline of CE strategy and prepare first draft. It should also 
cover the detail action plans for implementing the CE strategy with concrete 
suggestions and recommendation of required legal, institutional, procedures 
and processes with responsibility and time frame. A framework for 
monitoring and evaluation of the input-processing-output-outcomes or 
results should also be prepared and attached in the CE strategy. 

One month 

2.2 Prepare revised draft Strategy;  15 Days 

2.3 Finalizing the CE Strategy and submitting it to the PEFA Secretariat  15 Days 

 

4. Methodology  

                                                        
1 The Strategy of mainstreaming of CE in the governments' PFM operations should follow several principles: 
(i) provide clear guidance but allow flexibility to adjust to local contexts; (ii) be results oriented, (iii) foresee 
specific forms of engagement for different stages of budget cycle (incorporating gender perspective), (vi) be 
linked to the planning process; (v) strengthen the new governance systems; (vi) suggest gradual 
implementation of participatory PFM with the Medium Term Budgeting Framework (MTBF) outlook; 
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In performing the above stated scope of tasks, the consultant can follow the following methods and 
approaches: 

- Collection and desk research of relevant laws, regulations, analytical materials, other 
relevant documents and information;   

- Consultations, interviews, discussions, interactions and verification with individual and 
group of relevant & key stakeholders (see Annex: 3) and with a reflection on the 
applicability of the good international practices;  

- Conducting workshops for verification with key stakeholder participants where detail 
discussions on review findings, recommendations and conclusions will be presented and the 
proposed CE Strategy will be reviewed;  

- Following review, comments and feedback on draft and revised CE Strategy Document, 
circulating it for comments from key national and sub-national stakeholders and 
international partners; 

- Incorporating received comments and feedback in the draft CE strategy before finalizing; 

Following the assessment, the consultant will draft the CE Strategy and, after receiving comments 
of the PEFA Secretariat and key stakeholders, will finalize the Document.  Annex 2 suggests a 
working version/ tentative structure of the Strategy, which will be finalized in consultations 
between the PEFA Secretariat including major key stakeholder (see Annex: 3), following the 
completion of the review phase.   

Analytical framework to be used for the Assessment and the Strategy should draw on the five stages 
of budget cycle, and distinguish between federal, provincial and local level:    

 Policy and planning, when the PFM policies and medium-term plan (revenue, 

expenditures, financing etc.) are being framed,  

 Budget formulation, when the budget plan is put together by the executive branch of 
government.   

 Enactment, when the budget plan may be debated, altered, and approved by the legislative 
branch including review by concerned parliamentary committee.    

 Execution, when the policies of the budget are carried out by the government.   

 Auditing and oversight, when the actual expenditures of the budget are assessed for 

effectiveness. Efficiency and economy including by concerned parliamentary committee.  

5. Deliverable 

Following deliverables shall be made available to the PEFA Secretariat after the commencement 

of this assignment; 

Deliverables Major Contents Expected Completion 
date 

Inception Report & 
Work Plan 

  Draft and final Inception report and 

tentative work plan must be submitted by 

the consultant; 

Within two weeks from 
commencement 

Interim Report   One workshop (one day) at Federal Level 

involving key stakeholders of Bagmati Province 

and selected local governments within this 

province & separate meetings as required  

 Reports on results and findings of review 

including mapping and gap analysis; 

 Strategy outlines with first draft of CE strategy; 

Within 1.5 months 
from  the 
commencement 
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Deliverables Major Contents Expected Completion 
date 

Draft final reports  One workshop (one day) at one of the 

provinces other than Bagamati involving key 

stakeholders of respective province and 

selected local level governments within the 

province and separate meetings as required.  

 Draft reports of CE Strategy;  

Within 2.5 months 
from  the 
commencement 

Final Reports (in 
Nepali and in 
English) 

 Preparation of final reports of CE Strategy 

 Conduct one workshop (one day) at federal 

level involving key stakeholders of federal, 

province and local level governments and 

separate meetings as required 

 After incorporating the suggestions, 

comments and feedback from above 

workshop, submission of final reports of 

CE Strategy with detail implementable 

action plans;  

Within 3.5 months 
from  the 
commencement 

 

6. Specific Inputs by the client 

PEFA Secretariat shall provide necessary support for consultations, workshops, interviews, 
discussions, interactions with concerned officials and concerned line ministry and other agencies.  

7. Procurement Method:  

The consultant shall be selected based on Consultant's Qualification-based Selection (CQS). 

8. Evaluation Method and award of the work 

The consultant will be selected based on: 

- general experience; 

- relevant experience in the PFM sector and citizen engagement; 

- technical and managerial capability. 

And the selected firm will be requested for submitting the technical and financial proposals. 
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Annex 1: Existing experiences of CE on PFM in Nepal 

The PEFA secretariat piloted budget related consultations at federal and provincial levels with the 
participation of municipalities, trained journalists on budgeting issues, supported selected 
municipalities in conducting budgetary public hearings and improving capacities of CSOs to engage 
in budget.  

 

The Ministry of Finance (MoF) implements Open Budget system, piloted national pre-budget 
discussion with CSO and citizens’ involvement in mid-term national budget reviews, as well as 
issues comprehensive budget documentation in the websites of MoF, FCGO, IRD, etc.   

 

The Office of the Auditor General (OAG) has introduced performance-based audit practices with the 
CSOs involvement.  

 

The Public Procurement Monitoring Office (PPMO) supports the implementation of the Public 
Procurement Act and regulations related to transparent and participatory public procurement, 
including conducting public hearings on large public procurements contracts and running the e-GP 
platform allowing collecting public access to public procurement information, feedback and 
grievances.  

 

The National Planning Commission (NPC) promotes various forms of bottom up inputs and people 
engagement in the process of elaborating framework planning documents, monitoring and 
evaluation of their implementation.  

Several sectoral Ministries that in collaboration with CSOs piloted various social accountability tools 
related to budget management, like Public Expenditure Tracking or Social Audit.   

 
Annex 2:  (a) Tentative Structure of the Review Findings and Conclusions and Presentations 

1. Review Purpose and methods  

2. Analysis of gap, mapping of existing experiences and their results (compilation of existing 
initiatives and analysis of venues already tried, as well as the outcomes) 

3. Possible PFM subjects, areas, policies, procedures, processes, issues, systems, institutions or any 
steps of decision making with expected potential benefits; 

4. Possible participants, individuals, groups (CSOs, Consumers groups, Civic Societies, Political 
parties, Communities' Representatives, etc.) 

5. Frameworks for Public Participation in PFM in Nepal (drawing on the existing legal and 
regulatory environment, as well as key relevant policies, guidelines, processes or procedures, 
systems, etc.) 

6. Opportunities for Public Engagement and Oversight in the PEM Cycle (identifying entry points 
for civic engagement, their potential and limitations) 

7.  Proposed directions for the CE Strategy for different levels (drawing on existing experiences and 
lessons from Nepal, and where relevant with reference to existing best relevant regional and 
global practices) 

 

Annex 2: (b) Tentative Strategy for CE in PFM in Nepal 

1. Introduction (that will explain the strategy objectives, potential benefits, context, and briefly 
how the strategy was developed) 

2. PFM Structure in Nepal and levels for CE (based on legal and regulatory base) 
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3. Strategies for CE at each level of PFM with expected outcomes/results and indicators of 
success (based on existing experiences and potentials) 

4. Detail action plans with time line (& cost?) for implementing CE strategy 

5. Arrangements for Strategy implementation  

6. Monitoring and evaluation arrangements and responsibilities 

7. Any other suggestions and conclusion 

 

Annex:3. Key Stakeholder 

Key stakeholder consists of following concerned government entities, parliamentary 
committees, beneficiaries of services their key representatives and officials and but not 
limited to them. 

Federal Level: 

Office of the Auditor General 

Ministry of Finance 

Ministry of Federal Affairs and General Administration 

Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs) 

National Planning Commission 

Financial Comptroller General Office 

National Vigilance Centre 

Public Procurement Monitoring Office 

Finance Committee 

Development Partners active in PFM areas 

Provincial Level: 

Province level Ministry of Economic Affairs and Planning 

Province level Ministries, Departments and Agencies 

Province Level Planning Commission 

Finance Committees 

Public Account Committees 

Local Level: 

Metropolitan 

Sub-Metropolitan 

Municipalities 

Finance Committees 

Public Account Committees 

All three tiers: 

Federation of Nepal Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

Transparency International. Nepal 

Professional organizations 
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Consumers' Associations 

Press or Journalist Association 

Society for Economic Journalist 

Civil Society Organization 

Community based organizations 

Citizen Society (Nagarik Samaj) 

User Groups 

 
Annex 4: Qualification of the consulting firm and indicative team 

The Consulting firm: 

- Should be a registered non-government organization in Nepal 

- Should be working in relevant area for at least three years  

- Having experience in PFM and citizen engagement is highly preferable 

- Should have obtained tax clearance of previous year and renewed for operation (if 

applicable as per the law of Nepal) 

- Should have adequate technical and managerial capability for conducting the assignment. 

The indicative team of key experts with required qualifications and experiences is as 

follows: 

S.N Experts Qualifications/Experiences 

1 Team Leader  Minimum Master's Degree in Governance or Public Administration 

or relevant field from recognized Universities/Institutions  

 General working experience of at least of 10 years in the field of 

governance or public sector or social sector;  

 Specific working experience in 

i. Development of at least one governance 

strategy/policy/plan;  

ii. GoN PFM; 

iii. Citizen engagement 

2 Sociologist  Minimum Bachelor's Degree in Social Studies from recognized 

Universities/Institutions  

 General working experience of at least of 5 years in the field of 

social development or social sector.  

 Specific working experience in developing or supporting social 

development strategies, policies, guidelines, etc of GoN 

3 PFM expert  Minimum Master's Degree in business studies or management or 

PFM subjects from recognized Universities/Institutions; 

 General working experience of at least of 10 years in the field of 

PFM sector;  

 Specific working experience in  

i. Development of government plan, budgeting or governance 

strategies or policies or guidelines;  

ii. GoN PFM 

iii. Citizen engagement 
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